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Two techniques for generating data sets with nice numbers in correlation and regression are detailed. The techniques for finding integer solutions are based on first generating sets of uncorrelated variables and then using simple search algorithms on a computer. Section One has the first technique, Section Two has the second method which is based on permutations on the order of the data, Section Three discusses autocorrelation using techniques similar to Section One.
SECTION ONE
This section finds data sets for correlation and regression based on the formulas:
The technique will produce integer data; the parameters a, b, σ x , σ y will be integers; r will then be a rational number. We illustrate by finding an integer data set with an integer standard deviation for n=4 pairs of data. Letting i, j, k be integers, then the deviations from the average D x satisfy 1 X -X = i, 2 X -X = j, 3 X -X = k, 4 X -X = -i-j-k.
To have an integer standard deviation σ x the equation We illustrate with n=5 and formulas based on computing standard deviations with n-1:
Two sets of integer sample standard deviation deviations were generated from GETSDX with n replaced by n-1: D x T = {-3,-1,1,1,2}, s x =2, D y T = {-5,-2,-1,3,5}, s y= 4. The permutations were generated from an algorithm found in Knuth [1] , and the Excel Macro code for the permutations of the integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is given in the appendix. 
SECTION THREE
In this part the methods of Section One are used to derive data sets that have autocorrelations with rational values. Assume the time series model: Y= a +bT +E. The autocorrelation is computed from the residuals of the regression of Y on T. We shall produce a set of residuals with nice autocorrelations. Since the residuals from the regression are orthogonal to I and T, we shall again find a basis for the subspace of residuals. The complete set of possible regression residuals is then determined from linear combinations of the basis. A simple search allows one to find residuals with autocorrelations that are rational numbers.
As an example suppose n=7, T = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 } T . The subspace of residuals is orthogonal to:
13 12 11 I 1 T-T 0 11 12 13 Let E 1 be the first (n-1) components of E and let E 2 be the last (n-1) components of E, then the autocorrelation is corr(E 1 ,E 2 ). 12 00 01 12 E E . 21 10 00 
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The data -10, -10, 10, 10 and -9, -9, 9, 9 are the same data set except for a scale factor. It is possible to write code that will report only one set of this type of data. The code is somewhat long and in our opinion not worth the effort.
Code Set#2
This set of code computes the sample standard deviation, s y for the case n=5: Sub GetSDY() Dim i As Integer, j As Integer, k As Integer 
Code Set#3
The next program generates permutations of the integers 1, 2, 3, …, n with an algorithm found in Knuth [1] . It does so iteratively by starting with all permutations of the integers 1, 2, …, i-1 then using this set to generate all permutations of the integers 1, 2, …, i-1, i. For each permutation a 1 a 2 a 3 …a i-1 on i-1 elements, form i others by inserting the number i in all possible places, obtaining: i a 1 a 2 a 3 … a i-1 , a 1 i a 2 a 3 … a i-1 , a 1 , a 2 i a 3 … a i-1 , ……,  a 1 a 2 a 3 … a i-1 
